DirectMail 2.5

Status
About us

• Olivier Dobberkau
• Ivan Kartolo
• we work at d.k.d
DirectMail 2.5

- What is DirectMail?
- What has happened since T3CON 2006?
- DEMO
- Outlook
What is DirectMail 2.5

• DirectMail is a Newsletter Tool for TYPO3
• It has been developed by Kasper
• Thorsten, Jens, Jan-Erik and Stanislaw maintain it currently
• Ivan has rewritten parts of it for his Thesis
What happened?

- T3CONF: DirectMail gives us Pain
- We want to change it
- We want a simpler GUI
- We want more control
- We want to feel more safe while using it
What happened?

- Ivan wrote his Thesis about a Rewrite of DirectMail
- We call it DirectMail 2.5
- Currently (T3DD2007) we need to speak to the current maintainers
- Anyone can get the Extension for Feedback
Demo

• We love Demos.
Outlook

- Make a stable Release
- Test and Feedback required
- Documentation
- Release it
Outlook

- Plans for Version 3.0
- Should be Community driven Development
- Features & Requirement gathering on Wiki
Extras

• We have created a tt_news to DirectMail Plugin for WWF
• We hope to release it soon after T3DD
• T3ONE.COM:
  Please join us for a Roundup tonite.
Thanks!

- You can reach us at directmail@dkd.de